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Abstract
There are some important tra�c concepts that are more easily understood when dealing with circuit switched networks than
with packet switched ones. One of them is the impact on the overall network behavior of �exible routing of communication
requests oblivious to the route length as will probably occur in the new low earth orbit satellite networks that are been deployed
nowadays. It is expected that these satellites will be able to use lasers to forward tra�c among them, so we are going to explore
an academic problem where a guaranteed service with previous allocation negotiation takes place in them. In this paper we
present an educational case study designed in such a scenario where students should study the service availability for di�erent
con�gurations as o�ered tra�c increases. Moreover, we have enhanced our simulation tool in order to focus on di�erent
blocking probabilities, allowing the aggregation of sample values of tra�cs with the same blocking probability toward a
common mean value estimator. We show results and will be commenting upon the experience as it has been deployed on the
current academic year.
Keywords: Education, Performance Analysis, Discrete simulation

1. Introduction

Stability of alternate routing in telephone networks isa classic problem amenable to both an approximateanalysis and a simulation approach in symmetric con-�gurations (Krupp, 1982). Although pure circuit switch-ing networks are not as ubiquitous as before, serviceswith strict quality requirements may still use resourcereservation modeled with blocking queuing networks.Moreover, the impact of diverse route lengths in theperformance of any switching network, either packetor circuit switched one, is more easily grasped in thelatter case.
On the other hand, low earth orbit satellite net-works as shown in Figure 1 are been deployed nowadays.They are scheduled to include laser satellite to satellite

packet forwarding in the near future, thus enablingnew services to be deployed. We explore a hypotheticalguaranteed service with previous allocation negotiationphase in order to study the impact of di�erent routingchoices on the performance of the system, measuringthe quality of the service through the blocking proba-bility su�ered by a new request. We will study a sim-pli�ed model of the satellite network where satellitemovement and roaming of terminals between themis disregarded. With this purpose we use the CSNEEsimulation tool—Circuit Switching Network Experi-mental Environment, Suárez-González et al. (1998),https://icarus.det.uvigo.es/CSNEE/—enhanced in or-der to lower the number of magnitudes having to beestimated.
In Section 2 we brie�y comment on the classical
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Figure 1. StarLink

Figure 2. Symmetrical network

problem of alternate routing in circuit switching net-works. In Section 3 we brie�y present the circuit switch-ing simulation tool and the modi�cations that we haveimplemented. In Section 4 we sketch the case studyproposed to the students. Finally, in Section 5 we willexpose the conclusions from the experience in the ac-tual teaching environment.

2. Alternate routing

In the classical problem all the switching nodes of agiven hierarchical level, such as that shown in Figure 2,are interconnected among them. One node will tryto route a new request �rst through the direct linkbetween itself and the destination node. Secondly, itwill try one by one all of the routes of two links througha third node. As shown by Krupp (1982), the systemmisbehaves on overload conditions if no action, suchas some reservation for �rst routed tra�c, is taken.
We will propose to the students a similar problemin the context of a guaranteed service on a satellitenetwork under simplifying assumptions.

3. CSNEE simulation tool

CSNEE is a simulation tool aimed to estimate the block-ing probability of the tra�cs o�ered to a circuit switch-ing network using the batch means algorithm proposedby Law and Carson (1979). The con�guration �le spec-i�es both how many circuits each link has and thenumber of o�ered tra�cs, each one followed by:
• both the interarrival time and the service time ran-dom variables speci�cation, and• the routes (as sets of links) to be tried.
A new added facility has been incorporated into thesimulator, so that tra�cs can now specify which block-ing probability estimator is going to coalesce their sam-ple values using a lower case letter (hence "a" to "z"possible estimators). This way we may take advan-tage of the symmetry of the speci�ed network and runsimulations more e�ciently.

4. Case study

Under the simplifying assumption of static satellites,we propose the study of a guaranteed service with thefollowing characteristics:
• connections are deemed homogeneous, that is, eachone of them reserve identical capacity,• up to 40 simultaneous connections for this servicecan be reserved in every laser link,• we will consider that the new service will be solicitedto access servers in one location, that is, all theconnection requests will be forwarded to the areacovered by one satellite (satellite A in Figure 3),• new requests will be o�ered only from areas near tothe servers, that is, we will consider only those fromthe eight neighbor satellites (B to H in Figure 3).
Several routing approaches will be consider.
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Figure 3. 3× 3 satellite mesh con�guration

Figure 4. Sequence of routes tried in con�guration N–S

4.1. Classical routing

Since satellites are deployed in clusters sharing thesame orbit, it would be a possible simplifying strat-egy from the control plane point of view to prioritizerouting connections in the last hop to the busier node(A) through satellites both forward (North) and back-ward (South) in the same orbit, so routes are selectedpreferentially using links 1 and 3 as numbered in Fig-ure 3. This way the routes from each satellite to thecentral node will be those shown in Figure 4, where

those satellites at two hops from A try �rst the routewith a North–South link entering node A and if it failsthen they try the other two hops route.
In this case there will be three sets of tra�cs sharingthe same blocking probability, identi�ed by their sourcesatellite:

1. B and D (using mean value estimator "a")2. C and E (using mean value estimator "b"),3. F, G, H and I (using mean value estimator "c").
The con�guration �le for o�ered tra�cs a = 20between each border satellite and satellite A is:

# Number of resources for each link
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
# Number of offered traffics
8
## Traffic a from B to A
# Interarrival time distribution
M 1

# Service time distribution
M 20

# Routes to be tried and mean value aggregator
1 a

## Ditto from C to A
M 1
M 20
2 b

## Ditto from D to A
M 1
M 20
3 a

## Ditto from E to A
M 1
M 20
4 b

## Ditto from F to A (0 indexes link 12)
M 1
M 20
5,1 0,4 c

## Ditto from G to A
M 1
M 20
6,1 7,2 c

## Ditto H to A
M 1
M 20
9,3 8,2 c

## Ditto I to A
M 1
M 20
10,3 11,4 c

In Figure 5 we can see how the dispatched tra�c ac islower for nodes B and D since each one of them use onlyone route with one of the two links with the highestload—North (1) and South (3)—towards node A. Thesetwo nodes are also the ones whose blocking probability
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Figure 5. Simulation results—exact for B and D nodes—with North-South routing preference

can be computed through the Erlang-B formula. NodesC and E receive better service since they use one of thelinks 2 and 4 with lower load but su�er when higherratios of tra�c from nodes F, G, H and I are routedthrough their second routes. These latter nodes receivethe better quality of service from the network sincethey have the more �exible routing of all of the nodes.
4.2. Symmetrical routing

This approach to routing requests follows a more ho-mogeneous approach:
• those nodes at 1 hop from A will try the shortest path�rst,• those nodes at 2 hops from A will try �rst the clock-wise route, and if it fails the anticlockwise one.
If 3 hops routes are permitted, those nodes at 1 hop willtry clockwise and counterclockwise 3 hops routes too.
In this case there will be only two sets of tra�cs withrespect to di�erent blocking probabilities, identi�ed bytheir source satellite:

1. B, C, D and E;2. F, G, H and I.
Figure 7 shows the performance when only 1 and 2hops routes are allowed. We can see how the dispatchedtra�c ac for source nodes B, C, D and E gets smalleras the o�ered tra�c a between each other node andA gets to an overload scenario, due to the hoarding ofresources by tra�c from source nodes F, G, H and I.

Figure 6. Sequence of routes tried in con�guration clockwise
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Figure 7. Simulation results with 1 to 2 hops routes

In Figure 8 we see the equalizing e�ect due to thereservation of the last free resources of the 40 ones inany link for tra�c trying its �rst route. Reserving onlythe last free one breaks the congestion behavior wherethe higher the o�ered tra�c the smaller the dispatchedtra�c is. Reserving the 4 last free resources gives amore even quality of service.
We observe the performance when 1 to 3 hops are
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Figure 8. Ditto Figure 7 plus reserving either the 1 or the 4 last freeresources for �rst routes
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Figure 9. Simulation results with 1 to 3 hops routes with and withoutreservation of either the 1 or the 4 last free resources for �rst routes

allowed in Figure 9. The behavior is reversed withrespect to Figure 8, with tra�cs from source nodes F,G, H and I su�ering the hoarding of resources by thosefrom B, C, D and E due to their more �exible routing. Wesee how the classical reservation technique equalizes

the quality of service received in this case too.

5. Conclusions
This case study has been proposed to the students of aThird Year Subject—Network and Switching Theory—of the Bachelor Degree in Telecommunication Tech-nologies Engineering at Universidade de Vigo. We haveproposed an academic study so that students may graspin a more modern scenario the classical problem in-herent to too much �exibility in selecting routes ofdi�erent sizes.The students can observe how quality of service notonly stagnate when arriving to an overload scenario buthow the performance degrades farther with smaller dis-patched tra�c whenever a higher o�ered tra�c occurs.They observe how the classical reservation techniqueequalizes the received quality of service breaking thisundesirable behavior at the same time.Overall, we think the students have grasped the con-cepts appropriately through this case study.
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